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4. Conclusion
This paper analyzed the effect on maximum scour depth of the
inflow conditions. Namely, the analysis was conducted in the
presence of both stepped gabion weirs and rock sills. References
tests, under steady flow conditions, were conducted in order to
obtain the reference values of the maximum scour depth occurring
in the downstream stilling basin. The same tests were repeated
under unsteady flow conditions. The hydrograph adopted to simulate the unsteady flow conditions was characterized by a decreasing discharge phase whose duration is double of the increasing
discharge phase. The total duration of the unsteady flow tests varied according to the duration of the selected time step Dt during
which Q(t) was kept constant. The minimum Dtmin was set equal
to 1 min. The same unsteady flow tests were repeated for different
values of Dt = nDtmin, in order to determine for which minimum
interval duration there are not significant differences between
the unsteady flow tests and the corresponding steady flow tests
in terms of equilibrium scour morphology. It was experimentally
shown that for n  5, the equilibrium scour hole characteristics
are essentially the same under both steady and unsteady flow conditions. Furthermore, this paper showed that, under unsteady flow
conditions, is not always correct to assume the peak discharge to
evaluate the maximum scour depth using relationships valid for
steady flow conditions. Finally, it was shown that there is a minimum time for the peak discharge to occur in order to get the same
equilibrium morphology of an event with constant discharge equal
to peak discharge. Further investigations are required to generalize
the proposed results, by validating them in the presence of other
structure typologies and under different flow conditions.
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